Postoperative voluminal flap reduction after fingertip reconstruction using the reverse digital artery island flap.
A total of 16 fingers of 16 patients were subjected to fingertip reconstruction using the reverse digital artery island flap (RDAIF). We evaluated the influences of postoperative flap congestion, initial harvested flap size, patient's age and smoking habit on postoperative final flap size and postoperative range of total active motion (TAM) in affected fingers at a mean interval of 11.4 months. In the results, final flap size and TAM showed a tendency to decrease with increase in the initial harvested flap size and age. Eventually, the final flap size moved towards the size of the fingertip defect. Factors of flap congestion and smoking habit had little influence on the change in flap size and TAM. In conclusion, wide harvested flaps showed significant postoperative reduction in size compared with the small flaps, and extensive skin defect after flap harvest caused a decrease in postoperative TAM. Thus, the size of the harvested RDAIF should be comparable to that of the fingertip defect to prevent postoperative decrease in range of motion in affected fingers, and indication of this flap to the elderly needs to be considered.